My School life in Taiwan
I am Prakriti Regmi from Nepal. I am doctorate student in department of entomology
of National Chung Hsing University (NCHU). I love reading books, making lots of
friends, travelling different places and listening to the music. Chasing my dream, 1 year
ago, I came to paradise small island, Taiwan. It was my dream country for study because
of its outstanding high quality education system and best health care facilities. It is one
of the safest and peaceful country in the world. Being female, I use to worry a lot about
safety issue in abroad but now I feel very safe here. I found here very convenient life
style because of reasonable price of food, accommodation in dorm, and many other
facilities. Taiwanese are very helpful, polite and friendly. I love the way they help me
in learning Mandarin language. I am grateful to have opportunity to study in such
friendly environment.
Being part of NCHU, my scientific research skills and knowledge were highly
improved due to advanced technology in my laboratory. Highly qualified teaching and
non-teaching staff always helped me to improve my theoretical and practical knowledge.
Green house and experiment field are located inside university which help students to
perform research easily. The library remains open every day including weekend so it is
convenient to go to library to borrow book for study. NCHU provides scholarships and
also stipend to international student for excellent performance in their study which help
international students with low economic background to continue their study smoothly.
I got golden opportunity to build global network inside university that benefit all aspect
of my life. It is the platform for me to meet people from nearly all over the world. I
made friends from different countries that enhance my proficiency in different
languages. It’s really fun to exchange culture with different people. The most important
achievement I receive beyond quality education is getting chances to perform many
extra activities. Office of international affairs (OIA) of NCHU organize different
activities for international students which help international student to meet and know
each other. It creates happiness among students and they can enjoy.
Natural and artificial beauty of my university gives me immense pleasure. Taiwan shape
lake and other lake with duck, goose, fish and tortoise give university very beautiful

view. Forest area provide greenery and fresh air which makes NCHU environmental
friendly. U-Bike station present inside university makes me easier to travel by ubike
saving money and time. I believe games and exercises are necessary for good mental
and physical health. NCHU has many basketball, volleyball and tennis courts. I love to
play badminton and do swimming for refreshment inside NCHU during my leisure time.
Studying in NCHU help me a lot for my personal development. I become more
creative and hardworking. I was shy and nervous to speak in public before but
nowadays I can interact in public with confident. I learned the value of time and also
learned to be independent. I learned to become polite and respect everyone. Positive
changes occurred in my life that lead me to next level. Studying here was one of the
best decision that I have ever made in my life.

